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'INTRODUCTION

In an era of school finance reform where greater equalization of resources

per pupil or available tax bases is taking place, an important issue is what

determines how a school district responds to internal and external fiscal

'incentives and constraints*. Without a-significant equalization program at the

state level, schbol district expenditures per pupil are primarily deterOped by
1

the dfstrict property'tax base per pupil. But as the role of the state and

federal governmdnts becdue increasingly important in school finance, other

element§ gain a more significant ,place.

This paper summarizes some recent-work by tie authorl on various factors

'that Influence school districtspending end spending from locally raised taxes;

Colorado and Minnesota are the states used for a, case study. The factors include

the levels of state and federal aid; the nature of the state general ai'd formula;

local fiscal characteristics including the average market value of residential

housing, the percept of the property tax base that is residential and average

household income; and various social and demographic characteristics including

district size in terms of number of pupils, growth raie and factors that may

be,astociated.Mth the costs of education inputs.

Although the title of thp paper refers only to tax base composition and
_

.
.

income, economic 'factort that have been in the forefront of recent discussioni

of expanded measure of school district fiscal capacity, it is the contention

of the present wraers that a broader approachto the fiscai tapacity 'question

must be taken. Basicallf, our approach is to examine, analytically and

statistically,those factors that influence school district spending and then use the

observed behavibral relations to produce "weights" for iriCome and other local
.

"I\

economic factors to insert fn standard state aid formulas.
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I. RECENT SkUDIES OF SCHOOL DISTRIcT FISCAL, .RESPONSE AND CAPACITY

"' 4

-

,Theoretical and statistidal studies ofthe fiscal 'behavior of state and .

-local golgrnments have been a topic,in Ayplied public finance for some years.

, The expenditure and tax.behaviar of local governments with respect, to such fac

torslas state arid federal aid, mediah family income and demographic-characteristics

have been studied at length.1
,

Sophisticated analyses of

tively.recent. These ilave been

in school flnance'refOrM in the

. -

school district fiscal behavior nave been rela-

inspired in.part, peihaps, by the new intereit

1970s and Partitularly bthe nature of sime

'proposed and actual reforms. Of special interest have been the types of formu-

las based on percentage equalization qr guaranteed tax bases. These formulas

may be contrasted with the Older, more familiar foundation.types of state aid

pfograms from an ecdnomit standpoint in that there are not onlY "income effects",

but also "price effects" in the new aid formulas.' That is, school districts are

not only.recipients of state government'grants; equalizing or otherwise, over

0

which the recipient districts exercise no dcrect control. They also may receive

variable grants that depend in,part on the prqperty tax rates that the districts

themselves decide to impose. Thus districts receive not only specific amountstof

"income" from the state, but also face a "price" forreceiving Additfonal amounts

.of state aid or making additional 'total, expenditures.

For example, under a guaranteed tax bpie type of system, the following is

a typiCal simple form:

State_aid per pupil =(P.roperty tax base per pupil that is guaranteed
.)

x Digtrict's property tax rate)

- (p.strict's actual property tax base per pupil

40.
x District's property tax rate)

2.
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Tbus, what the district receives from the state government as equalizing aid will

depend not only on the tax.base that is :guaranteed by the state (presumably above

the district's actual ax le), but also on the tax rate the district decides

to set. State aid wil -rise when the distriot sets a higher property tax rate,
, ,,.

but this additional aid has a "price" (cost) since additional local tax dollars

will be spent at the same time.

In-contrast, the older foundation type of-formula is set up such that only

an "income effect" will exist. A simile formulation is the following:

State aid per pupil = (Foundation (minimum) level of support per pupil)

- (Required district property tax rate

x District's property tax base per pupil).

Thus, the amount of aid is outside the district's direst influence.2 The

district's expenditures will be influenced more as if it simply received a flat

grant of additional "income".

A few studies have examined the newe'r percentage '

4

Chualizing or.guaranteed tax base types of state aid formulas in terms of

"matching rates" such as the additional local dollars that are necessary

to obtain an additional dollar of state aid or to spend an additional dollar

of combined state and focal funds. Such a matching rate concept is like the

familiir matching provisions of federal grants to state go.vernments for

highways or urban renewal. Such formulas are still in the minority across

states, however.

Many otherfactors affect expenditure decisions by school districts in

addition to the amounts of aid received from the state and federal goverriment

and the nature of.the state aid formula.. These'includd.the residential or

total property value per pupil in the district, the average income.of its

families and the pycentage distribution cif property value in terms of resi-

dential versus nonresidential.'



Althaugh'property value perpUpil is the tax bate for spendingelodal funds

in nearly every step in-thematioe, other.local financial characteristics

may ,affect decisions to spend, For example, differences in income,per family

for two diitricts that have equal property values Per pupil may lead to dif-

ferences in per pupil spending, even in a case where property tax.bases have

been highly "equalized" through state aid formulas that guarantee either

. .

minimum spending levels (faufidation formulas)-or guaranteed property tax

bases. 'Simidarly; it has been_ai-gued that for two otherwise equal districts,

.the diitrict with a higher proportion of its property value in residential

. property will tend to spendjess. The-latter's tendency to spend less may'

be because residential taxpayer-voters will see more of-the tax burden of'

additional spending fallineon them than fin a,community whose tax ease is

much Mare heavily commercial and industrial.

Felditein and Ladd3have made perhaps the most discussed contributions to
rAv

the fiscal responsd literature in ihe past few years. These articles treat in
,

-detail both the issues of horestate aid-formulas with a "Orice' variable and how'

local fiscal capacity measuret other than total Assessed value of property per

pupil may affect local expenditure ddcisions. Both used Massachusetts data

around 1970 for theirs empi ri cal tests.

In her "Local Education Expenditures...4 article, Ladd sets up a statis-

tical model of school district expenditure behavior based on several' arguments.

A major argument is that local taxpayer-voters will faceone type of price relation-

ship based on the relative praportion of residential property in the district.

Shl-deseribes how. voters 'may take into'account what they believe to be the extent

of "shffting" of property taxes-outside the district through the tax ;hare paid

4 ci
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2>dirictly by commercial and industrial property. Ail propert4taxes on residem-

tial propeirte assumed to be borne by residents whether renters'or owner-
,:

occupiers.
)"\

Anotb.ef major issue addressed by Ladd is the di.vision of Massachusetts state

aid to local education into three components. First", the Massachusetts aid

formula in 1970 give school aid in part on the basis of a matching rate, i.e.,

the nuM6errof state dollars receiveeper local dollar raisecil, a rate.that

V
\Is!!,:i_es inversely with the per pupil property tax base,iva district. Other

4

basic aid was nonmatching And there Was also aid for'categoridal prOgrams.

Finally, Ladd adds other edonomic and demographic factors to the statis-

tical analysis includin median family income (U.S. Census -- 1969 data),sOublic

and private s'chool students in proportion to the district population, professional

and related workers relatiVe to the population and a measuredof families with

.povely-level income.

In all of her tests, rIarly every variable is statistically significant

, N-
and always of the expected ign; a one percent increase in the residential'

fraction of the property tax ase may lead to between a 0.1 and 0.7 percent

decrease in tital district spe ding per pupil. Similarly, an increase in.they

"price"embedded n the state ai formula-will lead to a decrease in experVtures.

NI

Ladd further utilizes these results to indicate how a district's fiscal

capacity can be measured on the basis of more than just ts assessed value.

And in her folTow-on article cited above, "State7Wide Taxation...," 'she uses the

results of thelprevious article to demonstrate how taxation df commercial and

./
industrial property on a statewide rathe*r than district basis in Massachusetts

may lead to undesirable,results: "... because of the positiye correlation

between the factionlof families in:p verty and the commercial/industrial nature

4
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of the commtlnity ..e if the vial of the policy shift is to reduce thariation'.

. in expenditures and to increase expenditures in low income or low,wealtp commun-

- .
ities, removing the business component of the tax base with no-compensating-state

ai d waul d be counterproductive. "4

Although they did not work together,directly, Feldstein also baseswhis sta-

tistical work on_Massachusetts data around 1970. Mis statistfdal resulfl are
n

fairly similar, although fttimatet'of the numerical relattonships vary froM .

.

Ladd's to some extent. But Feldstein's emphasis is even more on the problem of
,

financing local education that neutralizes for the effects of local wealth,

measured in various ways, without sacrificing the ptissitblity:of allowing local

choice. Feldstein develops a theoretical model to produce a means of achieving

"wealth neutrality," i.e.., a condition where total spending per pupil by a district 3

e'

will not be related to aleasure of local wealtii that emphasis prpperty yatue,

income and other variables. At the same time, an desired level of spending,

by districts can be achieved using the techniques he illustrates, he claims. ,

.

1,1 .
-,.

. ,
.

.
.

Feldstein suggests that importalt elements missing from his analysis are measures

of the price and quality of educational services 7- a point alsam'ade in effect

by Ladd.5 , ,

Still another examination of school district spending -- again using essenL
k

tially the same Massachusetts,data base as'Ladd and Feldstein -- is that of.;.c
N

A

Grubb and Michelson.
6 Although Grubb andsMichelson's publication date preceeds

that of Ladd and Feldsteiii, tfaseork,appears to halle taken place at'about the

same time. ,Grubb and Michelson's discussion of the fmpact of different for-

muiations of aid equations is more thorough in attempting to predict the directiUn

of the effect of various factors. For example, they indicate that the effects

of an'increase in the'state aid price liariable may be unpredictable or ambiguous

, from an economic theory standpoint. That is, spending out f locally raised
.



fundslay go up or dqwn for distridtsrfacing higher prices of aid, i.e:, a 101:w7

state matthing rate. Through different formulations and varying statistical

tecpniques, Grubb and Michelson estimate a"variety of'impacts of the price and

other variables.
.4

Many other writers have begun to.examine the complexities,of how school

districts behave in response to how state aid formulas and local economic

and social factors. Moit have,not examined explicity change ol/er time. Basically -r!mi

a cross-section approach is utilized, i.e., a look at fiscal behavior across

school districts for one particular year. A major question before both policy'

Aakers and poli,cy analysts is how might school district behave given a chance

in aid formulas. Given the probleMi of data availability, It is very difficult

to develop any better answers than what these authors have given. But.below,

an attempt is made to examine data for two states on a nt:efore"'

and "aftern basis.. Data are asiemeled tor two states that hav undergone some

degree of change, one where a state has in fact greatbechangedl ts basic aid

itormula from a foundation type to a odified guaranteed tax basyepe:

A major question is how simdlar the results would be for states-other than

Mas;jaetts in more recent years. A hough other writers not di ssed here

have analyzed school district fiscal b havior in other states to soMe extant, the
\ , \

recognized basic works are mainly the a ove. But do other states operate in

the same manner? And can the basic ele ants of state aid formulas be generalized

to fit the frameworks developed by these authors?

\

7
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In an attempt to test the work of previous authoos and extend their efforts

to more recent data sets and other states, two states were chosen for-detailed

ta collection and analysis*-- Colorado (data for fiscal (calendar) years 1971

and 97S) and Minnesota (data for.fiscal Yeah 1972 and 1976). These tWo states

wire chosen after a'survey of selected states for which the wide range of hecessary

basic data were available. The primary constraints on selecting states as it turned

out were the availability of recent income data -- necessarily base4 on state

income tax returns where school district had been identified -- and prtperty-

tax base composition data. It worn appear that more state's are collecting

income data by school district'these days that have.good detailed data on

property tax base compositicn by school district% Also, certain states for

which all the necessary data probably were available were already being studied

for related purposes under National Institue af Education and foundatiori grants.

r
)

II. FrSCAL RESPONSES IN COLORADO AND MINNESOTA

As implied above, "fiscal response" relates to district expenditure ,

behavior in response to variations in both Aternal and extepnal fiscal factors

affecting the district. Internal factors include the district's own financial/

economic characteristics and external factärs include amounts of and conditiods on

aid receipts from state and federal governments.. In additi9, there are other

' tonstraints increasingly being imposed on districts by state and federal

iovernments that may complicate greatly an analysis oftheoretical 'and actual

behavior. Both CoiorVo and Minnesota have imposed variations of local

expenditure and tax limitations. PartiCularly id the case of Colorado, this

makes the statistical anelysii very difficult to formulate in order that such

conetions are fully and correctly taken Into account. In fact, the results of

the analysis of the "ptice variable" for Colorado do not conform well with basic



f

expectations and the results of others.
16.

The following discussiOn of the statistical results far Colorado and Minnesota

is baslid mainly on the equations that are described in detail in the Appendix.

I

Various setspof variables are discussed in turn. -Both the direct dollar and the.

0. elasticity coefficients for the two states are compared. .,

Both.Colorado and Minnesota have undergone refonn in the past few years.

After-the initial change, theelements ofhe two formulas have 6Qh" modified,

usually to provide even more aid to districts. Whether the changes have been

suffitient to withstand state court tests -- one being underway at present in

.Colorado -- as to,sufficient degrees of equity are questions that remain.

In any tase, the two states provide interesting cases for testing school

distria responses to important formula changes. The Colorado case in particular

prvsekts a challenge for formulating a price or variable cost sharing component

to compare with`Vie results of other writers, discussed in Section I. The 'next

section and its supporting appendix addresses this and related issues of fiscal -

resPonse.

9
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Income

The measure of income used in the current study is different from that

used by the authors Cited above. The most redtnt U.S. Census estimates of

, 'median family and unelated individual income ,for school districts is for

1969. Thus, most writers have focused on fiscal years close to that date. In

the present study, adjusted gross income per return based on state tax return

data was employed. fhis measUre was chosen since it is the only income measure

produced in a few states for school districts that is reasonably current.

AlSo, although adjusted g.ross income excludes many types of income included

the,Census definftion, especially transfer payments like welfare and social

r
security, the "per return" denominator may come fairly close to matching up

with "per household" that the Census focuses upon.

The upshoi is that analysis of schoo4 dfstrict behavior relative tO

avirage income levels in distritts as well as inclusion of an 'income,actor"

in a state aid formula requires year-to-year collection of income data. The

easiest way to do this appears to be through the state (or poswsibly federal)

income tax system wherein school district woUld have to be identified on the

income tax form. Of course, since many taxpayers may not have accurate

information on the school district in which they reside, a monitoring

7

effort is probably necessary at the state revenue collection department.

Each additional $1 of adjusted gross income per return in a district

appears to lead to between $0.01 and S0.04 in additional expenditures per pupil,

although there are a couple of instances of negativt relationships of income

10



and spending. Most of the additional expenditure -appears to take place out

of locally financed funds, although in a guaranteed tax base state with true

AP
flexibility in gaining additional st te aid upon raising the di.strict property

tax rate, it would appear that there would be interaction between the tax

rate and the district income level. The latter should ead to greater

increases in total spe?ding than in locally financed spending alone. However,

Colorado does not fit into this simple framework. :

Elasticity estimates range from around 0.1 to 0.4, within the raage

found by other.writers for Massadhusetts in 1970._

......Residential Property Value

Two aspects of residential property value were examined for Colorado and

(Minnesota -- average market value oi; residential property per pupil and the

percentage,of the total assessed valuation of property in the district that

Is yesidential. Edonomic reasoning suggests that increases in the former will

lead to greater expenditures per pupil in a district while increases in the

latter, will tend to result in decreases in expenditure. The statistical

rgsults generally conform to these expectations.

A $1,000 increase in residential market value per pupil appears-to lead

to between $0 arid $8 in additional expenditures per pupillalthough one

result for Colorado in 1975 suggests there could be a small decline in

expenditures. In Table 2, the range of elasticities for total expenditures

per pupil is shown as -0:07 to 0.11 with the predominance of results in the

positive side. Ahd for locally financed expenditures, the results are stronger

in terms of elasticities, the range being from 0.10 to 0.54.

1 1



The statistically significant resutts for the percent residential

assessed value variable are all negative. A one percentage point increase in

percent residemtial may lead to a $2 to $,Vdecrease in expenditures per pupil --

generally out of locally financed funds.

It should be noted that although total residential property per pupil

was converted to:a market value estimate, it appears to be appropriate to

examine the percent residential in assessed value terms. Assessment practices
,

vary,widely, both among districts and within districtslin mbst states despite

state government efforts to achieve better conformity of valuations. Thus,
4....

in terms of relative share of the local tax burden, one should focus on the
7 ....,.

share of the assessed %:/aluation.rather than market valuation bf residential
i

property. On the other hand, voter-taxpayers generally will think in terms

of their property tax payments relative to the market values of their

dwellings rather than assessed valuations.

r

State and.Federal Aid

Of major interest to many policymakers is how school districts,will tend

to react to changes in levels of state and federal aid when there are no

direct matching provisions. For state equalization aid, the response of

'Colorado districts in 1973 in total spending is estimated to be a pegative'$1.40

for each $1.00 of adOitional aid per pupil. jhat is, across disWCts, there

appears to be an absolute reduction in not only local taxes, but even in total

' spending. A more plausible result is that for.Minnesota where totl spending

4
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per.pupil appears to increase by $0.30 to $0.40 for each additional $1.00 of

state aid per pupil.'

, The results for local spending conform to these estimates for total

spending. Spending out of local (mainly property) taxes is loWer with higher

state ald across districts, other factors held constant. Minnesota districts

on aVerage use an extra state equalization dollar to reduce local taxes by

$0.60 to $0.70. The results for Colorado are much stronger, although so high

as to be somewhat suspect.

For state Categorical aid, the results for the two states,are much more

similar. A $1.00 increase in categorical aid across distriAs in both years

examined for both states results in between approximately $1.10 and $1.60 in
)

additional total spending. The results of the separate examination of locally

financedexpendituresConformstotheseobservations.Thecomponents of cate-.

gorical aid vary between the two states and for the two years, of course,

ranging'from addttional aid for disadvantaged children to aid for traniportation

services.

The resultfor federal aid of all types generally parallel those for

state categorical aid. For the most part, the effect on expenditures is

stimulative, except for Minnesota in 1976. The impacts fir all cases but the

latter appear to be an increaie in total spendtng of from $1.10 to $1.70 for

an additional $1.00 of federal aid. In Milinesota for 1976, the increase in

spending is more on the order of $0.10, i.e., there may be some substitution,

in effect, of federal dollars for local dollars, but this is a tenuous

conclusion given that the locally financed expenditures equation did not

indicate a statistically significant effect of federal atd for Minnesota in 1976

and given the positive elasticity coefficient (Sebelow.).



Responses of total expenditures to

one percent increases in state equalization ald and state categorical aid

ranges form -0.15 to 0.15 percent. These estimates are only slightly outside,

the range found for Massachusetts by Ladd and Feldstein. The largest local

expenditures decrease, -0.40 was greater (in absolute value) than found by

Grubb and Michelson. The percent response to federal aid,'0.02 to 0.11, was

within the'range obtained by Ladd and Feldstein. Grubb and Michelson's

local expenditure,response Was much larger than found for Colorado and Minnesota

in the present study.

One further hote mfy be added here. Oue to diffitulties with the

,specification and results for the "price" of state equalization aid variable for

Colorado in 1975; a further statistical test was made basic) on the differences

,

in expenditures and in vavious explanatory variables between 173 and 1975

(i.e., 1975 values less 1973 values). This approach gives a type o'f longitudinal

("over time") view of how distrfcis may react to changes in fiscal variables

than the purely cross section Vpoin't in time") approach discussed above 94

used by most moiters. The results from this approach (shown in Appendix

Tables A-9 and A-10) suggest that in Colorado, there may indeed be substitution

of state categorical aid for locally financed expenditures; that is, local

property taxes are reduced -- at le beyond what they otherwise would have

&
been -- with additional aid for specific purpoges. In the case of federal aid,

there:appears to be a clear stimulation of additional locspending taking thlis

appeoach.

14



Fiscal Price

There are alternative ways to conceive of the potential effects of a

guaranteed tax base type of state equalization aid formula as discussed

in Section I above. In any case, a guaranteed tax base will mean that at

, least for those districts with property values per pupil below the guarantee

level, an extra dollar of total spending Per pupil will mean less than ooei

dollar of additional lfocal,taxes. Thus, there is a sharing of additional

expenditures between the state government an4 the district.

Although there are varfations, most writers have specified what is:called

here'the "fiscal price" in terms of a ratio. That ratio is often local

expenditures (revenues) divided by the sum of state equalization aid through

the guaranteed tax base formula and the locally-financed expenditures. Thus,

thisi4price" or sharing ratio will range in theory from zero (no local

contribueion) to one (no state equalization aid through the GTB formula).

Basically, this is the type of fiscal pri-ce variable in operation in

'Colorado. However, sevet=al additional constraints...have been added toithe

simple guaranteed tax bese forMula. There are

actually twO groups of districts, those above and 'those below the so-called

"minimum guarantee," In the former case, the basic ratio of local to local

plus state equalization expenditures in a district is a direct function of

total assessed value of property per pupil in the district. , For the latter

group, the basic formula turns out to be a more complicated function of

assessed value of property per pupil in the district (total assessed

value 'per pupil divided by the sum of total,assessed value per pupil and

$9,000).



A further complfcation that makes statistical estimation of fiscal price

effects.very difficult:is the imposition of expenditui-e growth limitations.

Furthermore, if a district were allowed to

increase its authorized revenue base beyond the given percentage restriction,

all the additional expenditures'had to come from loCal taxes. However, this

additional spending above the batic increase.became-incorporated in the next

year's authorized revenue base and thus was subject to sKaring in state aid

tn the usual manner of the basic guaranteedsn the succeeding year.

In effect, this latter variation im the effective fiscal price from cine

year to the next Suggests that distf-ict decision-makers might be willing to

pay a high price additional expenditureirthis year knowing that they will

get back to a lower price nextyear. In any case, the fiscal price variable

In Colorado is specified in the statistical equation for the present study

exhibited a strongly pos'itive effect on expenditures rather than the otherwise

predicted negative relationship-

A 0.1 increase in the fiscal price, which ranges between 0.13 and
4

0.92 for

19751 leads to an increase in total expenditures per pupil on average between

4
$68 (Group A -- assessed value of property per pupil below $18,000) and

$332 (Group B -- assessed value of property above $18,000). The

similar range for-loCalli-financed expenditures is $129 to $423. That the

locally-financed increase is-)arger than the total increase suggests that

districts may be spending out of own funds after obtaining permission for an

authorized revenue base increase while anticipating the state's sharing in

this increase in the succeeding year.

The elasticity estimates are similarly positive and statistically

significant. The impact of the price difference is quite a bit higher for

the high-wealth districts.
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As discussed at the end of the previous subsec/ion, a furtnariattempt tb

isolate a'fiscal price effect of the i'correce.sigh was made through differencing
,

1975 and 1973 expenditures and'explanatory variables. The fiscal price o.11

additional expenditures in 1973'was effectively 1.00, sLce "extra" total4

expenditures beyond the given foundation aid level were fiKanced'entirely by

local revenues. .Thus,.this pAce fell\from 1973 1 1975 for all districts:

The statttical resiAts cbnforeslightly better.to the simple a. riori
//4

p
analysis. For the lower property value districts, the sfitisticalNI

coeffictent is of the correct iign where.a larger decrease in ptIce indicates

a larger increase in total expenditures; titit the coefficient is not.

statistidallosignificant. In the other instances -- the higher property

value districts aod for locallY financed expenditures - the coefficients are
4

much lower than from the cross-section Analysis, but still of the wrong sign.

In sum, it is difficult to establish reletionships for the fiscal price

variable in Colorado that conform to the simple theoretical oredictiOn+and

the statistical results for Massachusetts in 1970. However, the ex.istence

of expenditure constraints that can be varied upon petition and result 'in

sharing in succeeding years, but not the current year, complicate greatly the

simple analysis and statistical interpretation and testiri.§. Hence, it would

have been difficult to predict the fika1 responses of school districts in

Colordo in moving to the new formula after 1973 when so many side conditions

were imposed.

17
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Other Variables Examined

A variety of other potential explanatory factors in addition to thOse

discussed above were examined,
4
as can be seen in Appendix Tables A-1 through

A-I0. These variables were examined for their ov';r1 sakes and to standardize

for a variety of factors thought to affect school district spending. These

inc ude: the mil growth rate during the time period analyzed;'pupil

density; district size in terms of pupils; "dummy" variables included as

- attempts to capture the effects of revenue limits and override attempts;

percent minority pupils; districis per'souare mil in the district's region

(an attempt to get at competition for teachers); price agricultural land

and highest teacher salary (Colorado only) (an attempt to g t a crude measure

of education cost variations across districts). Some of the sults for

these variables will be summarized briefly here.

Pupflfgrowth appears tq have a positive impact on expenditures per pupil

in most instances. This result I contrary ta the argument that declining

enrolltetts,have tended to increase expenditures per pupil due to legs in

ability to adjust.total expenditures. However, both states have special

18
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programs to aid high growth and/Or decline' districts, Which can\distort\the

underlying patterns.

Higher pupil density generally has an increasing effect on expenditures:\

The pupil Ilze variables, inclding the iquere of pupil size, are included

in an attempt to take some account of possible economies or diseconomies of

scale. The results suggest that rather than the normally conceived "U-shaped"

cost curve where average costs may fall to .a minimum at some size and rise

thereafter, this crude attempt to capture a size relationship suggests that

average costs might rise steadily beend the size of even the largest school

district in both.states.

The dummy variables inserted-in an attempt to allow for limitations and

overrides do have staOstically significant effects for both states. The

major goal for including these was to get the desired negative sign for the,

fiscal price variable. Although the desired result was not fully achieved,

the impact of these variables was in the correct direction, reducing the,

importance of the positive fiscal price relationship in Colorado.

Percent minority pupils has mixed effects in the regression eGuations.

In the earlier years in both states, the effect on ependitures was negative,

while it tended to be positive in the later years.

The last three variables examined, districts per square mile in the

region of the district, the average price of agricultural land in the region

of the district and the highest teacher sala"y, show both Positive and

negative, statistical significance"and insignificance, in different equations.

Either sign for a cost index is reasonable since districts may exhibit either

elastic or ipelSstic demand for education services with respect to price of

'inputs, which respectively, can lead to either decreased or increased expendi-

tures per pupil with cost increases.8
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_III. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

mob

The results of ihe above analysis hopefully are interesting both for

what they indicate and what they do not resolve. For example, it is likely

. that School districts'will tend to use at least some general aitto reduce

locally funded spending, i.e., reduce local property taxeslaif this is per-
*

mitted. In fact, even if the legislative intent i4 full use of additional

aid for education spending, district decision-makers often will have ways

of circumventing this policy unless there are very tight.restrictions. Thus,

school finance aid increases can generally be counted upon as effecting some

property tax relief, one of the often-stated goals of school finance reform,

in addition to or even considered more important than equalization of expendi-

tures or greater fiscal neutrality.

On the other hand, the frustrating results for the fiscal price'variable

suggest that more work needs to be done to understand just how guaranteed tax

base programs operate in practice across the states. The. Colorado case can be

looked at in perhaps two ways: (1) further work must be done in formulating

the statistical relationships-so that the "correct" negative relationship of

total spending per pupil and fiscal price is demonstrated, vs.(2) in reality,

there is no true fiscal price in operation in Colorado -- and mang other GTB

states -- that allo.ws districts to choose their levels of expenditure along a

path that is fiscally neutral at least with respect to property value per

*pupil alone. The latter'point can be extendea to argue that we perhaps need

to investigate the various rationales for the restrictions imposed by legisla-
4

tures and the variety ways in which they are carried out.
9

The direct technicaP.1 es of the results of fiscal response analysis will

be discussed in turn. tbme-'tthoughts on other issues that are relevant are
A

summarized in a concluding subsection.

2e1
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Modifications in State General Aid Formulas
7

The concept of fisCal neutrality has received much attention in the

school finance literature of late. The initial concept may have been focused

primarily on children, but it has come to be associated more with a type of

equal treatment of property taxpayers across school districts.
10

Various

writers have pointed out that if a simple stardard'of property-wealth-per-

pupil neutrality is utilized in a state aid formula, i.e., a simple sharing

or guaranteed tax base formula, then school districts' expenditures per pupil

will tend to vary widely across a state. A basic reason for this is that

factors other than assessed value of liroperty per pupil will influence school

distr ct spending, a point that is demonstrated in the statistical analysis

in this report.
11

Hence, even if a state guarantees completely equal effec-

tive property tax bases to all districts in the state, a low average income

c4strict will tend to spend less (choose a lower-property tax rate) than a high

average income district. Thus, legislators may wish to neutralize for other

elements of fiscal capacity than simply the direct local tax base,. atsess d

value of property.

The following will illustrate in a rather simplified manner how addi-

tional fiscal variables and the coefficients developed from statistical

analysis as presented earlier might be used to neutralize for such other

factors. The present example will simply focus on the income relationship,

i.e., development of a so-called "income factor" in a aid formula, tc illus-

trate the procedure. A more complete, though complicated, approach is

demonstrated by Feldstein.

For purposes of illustration, assume that the equations in the Appendix

can be reduced the following elementary form:

Total Expenditures per Pupil =
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*A + 8 x Income per Return + C x State'Aid per Pupil.

We can then set a hypothetical gpal that every,district in the state should

be able to spend equal amounts per pupil, if they choose to do so. We can

thenconsider ariy two districts, call them District 1 and District 2, and

assume that they make equal expenditures per pupil (have equal Total Expen-

ditures.Per Pupil). What state aid differentials could make up for the actual

income differentials of these two districts?4

lie.can write out our assumption ("goal") of equal revenues per pupil and

then do a little algebraic manipulation to come up with a simple income factor

for modifying state aid.

Total Expenditures.per Pupil in District 1 = Total Expenditures per Pupil in

District 2
6

Then substitutikon each side for the explanatory equation written above,

using the actual levels of income in each district and using the desired

level of aid for each district to neutralize for the income differences, we

can write:

A + 8 x Total State-Aid per pupil in District j + C x Income per Return in

District 1 =

A + 8 x Total State Aid per pupil in District 2 + C x Income per Return in

District 2

This equation can be solved for the"aid differential" to yield:

(Total State Aid per pupil in District 1 - Total State Aid per pupil in

District 21 = (C B) x (Income per Return in DiStrict 2 - Income per Return

in District 11

That is, the "income factor" in this case is (C B), the regression

coefficient for iocome per return divided by the regression fficient for

state aid per, pupil in explaining expenditures per pupil.

Vat
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-11

This're;Ult is used in the following manner to get aid differential

results for each district in the state. Take District 1 income per return

to be the state caverage across districts. Then District 2 is amy particular
p ,

district in the state. If District 210as an,incomper return below the state

average, then theincome differential it negative.' Multiplying this differen-

tial by (C B), which is positive, yields I. negative value for the hypothe-

tical difference between state aid in the first district (the "averige

district") and the second, below-average-income district. But this means that

the second district should get this much more aid per pupil than the hypothe-

tical average Clistrict. The aid differential in the above equation could be

positive, but this is interpreted as meaning that this much aid per pupil would

be taken out of the aid calculated normally for an above-average-income

tdistrict on the basis of district property value per pupil.

To illustrate tpecifically, We can borrow from the results for Minnesota

in 1976 (see Table A-2) where the income response coefficient is $0.029

the state equdlization aid retponse coefficient is $0.0. Dividing the former

by the latter yields a factor of 0.104: This factor times the difference in

average district income from, say, the state average income, would yield an

'go

vie

increase or decrease in aid per pupil to be applied to normally calculated

district aid.

It must be emphasized that the above calculation has been done for illus-

trative purposes only as the case presented applies more strictly to a state

with a foundation type of aid formula where an additional income factor might

be desired. A more extensive calculation based on the fiscal price variable

relationships would be necessary in a true guaranteed tax 'base formula.

' Again, the interesteereader is referred to the rather technical discussion

in Feldstein. In iny case, similar calculations can be made for any one or a

2
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combination of the various fiscal variables explored in this report, in-

cluding market value of residential property per pupil and percent residential

assessed value:

In concept, "all" socioeconoinic and demographic factors that explain

expenditures per pupil could be incorporated in an adjustment of the state

aid formula, although most formal discussions have tended to focus on the

economic variables thought tocomprise "fiscal capacity"; elements such as

cost differentials and declining enrollments could be compensated for in

other direct or indireCt, ways.12
However, if the real goal is to achieve

near equality in expenditures per pupil, perhaps adjusted for differential

costs, pupil need, etc., then a direct approach by the state would be techni-
t-

cally ever so much simpler than highly complicated adjustments to an aid for-

mula while attempting to continue what some efer to a "local fiscal control."

Local fiscal control can run a spectrum rom belief that the state should

play very little role in adjusting for local fiscal capacity or expendfture

differencesito belief that fiscal capacity should be gretly equalized.al'ong

sev,eral measures-incTuding income and'tax ba e,composition as well as assessed

value. But most ofthose advocating local e penditure control would agree that
4

-- local tastes, unconfined by local fiscal cap city, should still determine vari-

ations in expenditures per pupil.

Again, if expenditure equality is the real goal, it can be achieved in a

technical fashion much more.directly.
The politics of achieving this goal

may be another matter, since there may remain divergent opinion over the

appropriateness of this goal."

Longer-run Issues,

'One of the mdre complex issues of schodl finance reform, incTuding especi-

ally major changes in school aid formulas aid allocations of aid to different

districts, is the long-run adjustments in locations of firms and individuals

and accompanying property demand. Some of the measures of district fiscal

capacity that are analyzed here for their,impats on fiscal responses will
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themselves change over time in response not only to basic economic and

social forces, but also to changes in the aid formulas themselves. In

property'value terms, to put it adother way,,increases and decreases in local

property taxes together with increases and decreases in school spending will

tend to be "capitalized."

To illustrate, assume that a new school aid formula is introduced

that neutralizes fiscal capacity both for property value per pupil differences

and income differences among school districts. In addition, assume there is

a recapture and/or .expenditure limitation-provision that ,forces very high

1Lspending distri ts to cut back on school sTrices. The forces from both the

tax side and the expenditure side on a school district that initially is

fortunate enough to have both high property value per pupil and high income

per family (in most states these are not highly correlated) would be such as

to reduce property values In the district. .A reform of this nature will tend

to raise property taxes in the high wealth district -- or at least reduce them

in adjacent low-wealth districts. Thus, one attractive element of the
I

high-wealth district will be reduced and competitive forces will tend to

reduce the price of housing in this distria. Similarly, a reduction of

government services -- here from the very important education sector -- with
,

no accompanying property tax reduction wi11--trd to reduce the value of the

home in the high-wealth district in comparison with a home in another school

district that retains the sate characteristics (e.g., size, convenience, view),

except for the modified flow of services. The numerical values of these

changes and the time period over which they take place are very difficult to

sort out, but the direction of the effect is rather clear.
14

Changes in demand for property in alternative districts can also arise

through the addition of the income factor. The advantages of living in a
1
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higher income community for those who desire greater education spending,

in this example, will also be reduced. There are usually homeowners "on

the margin" who chose this district over another because of its advantages

in terms of education taxing and spending and who will now consider moving

to another location if these advantages disappear.

Overall, this process will take a long time. And the school aid

.formula, if it really is allowed to dperate without important "grandfather

clauses" or expenditures and tax restrictions, will continually reallocate

aid flows from year to year in part in responseto these changes in property

values, average income levels and other relevant variables induced by fhe

initial reform. It likely will be a few years before a new relatively

settled (equilibrium) situation is reached,particularly if this reform is

a major one.

Inman is one authorwhoexplicitly speculates on theimpacts that reform

of school finance formulas may have on some of the above fiscal variables

themselves.
15

In a rather complicated general equilibrium frameworiC of

economic theory, he considers how a fuller analysis would include the costs

of locally 'producing education, household and business location decisions,

impacts on land values and further responses of school districts to changes

in such variables. It is difficult to determine just how these changes

will work themselves out except in a general theoretical way.

For purposes of the present type of fiscal analysis, this suggests that

the re
k

lationships of district education spending to the various economic and

demographic variables examined will probably change over time with important

school finance reforms. Hence, if the coefficients from the estimated

behavioral reAtionships are themselves influencing the aid formula, there

will be a feedback process in operation.

40:
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The formula may have to be modified from time to time to take into account

these new relationships, although the numerical levels of the coefficient

changes may turn out to be so small as to make this a minor empirical

issues.

Final'Conclusions

Despite the difficulties in sorting out the intricies of fiscal

responses of school districts, some conclusions are be6oming relatively

clear. In the states examined, school district decision-makers on average

opt for reducing local prooerty taxes around fifty cents or more on the

dollar of additional state aid when they are free to do so. Hence, neform that

gives more general aid to most all districts will result.in property tax

relief as well as increased school Spending. It is likely that somewhat

morestax reduction il1 take place in communities that are poorer in both

property value per pupil and averageincome. On the other hand, state and

federal categorical aid have tended to have stimulative effects on total

spending, although perhaps more because of required local effort than local
4

free choice.

On the other hand, it is extremely difficult to throw much light on the

effect of an unrestratnedwfiscal price variable" response -- in Colorado

and many other states, such local choice does not really exist. In fact, the

1975 Colorado case may be more representative of present and future school

finance reforms than is the 1970 Massachusetts case.

Average income of the district's residents as well as property wealth

does make a difference. In fact, market value of housing per pupil is an

important variable that may reflect more of.families' "permanent" income than

yearly actual income levels. Likewise the percentage of property value that

is residential does'have a negative influence on spending, probably reflecting

4



the reduced actual and perceived.ability of voter-taxpayers /o shift

property tax burdens to locally baped businesses and nonresidents.

The future direction of work involves both better specification

of the tAderlying behavioral equationsy including perhaps the addition

of both short-run and long-run interactions with-other sectors of the

economy. And better expenditure model results are likely to occur when

we have estimates available for the costs'of producing education services

across districts in a state.
16
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APPENDIX

STATISTICAL EQUATIONS AND DATA SOURCES

The theoretical developments and statistical procedures utilized by

economists analyzing fiscal responses of school districts have grown complex

indeed. .In the analysis presented here, the work of other writers is built

upon, but relativily simple statistical tectiniques are used. However, these

techniques may appear mysterious indeed to the layman who ts not yery familiar

with formal statistical analysis.

. Although the underlying mathematics and computer manipulations

involved in "multiple regression analysis," the statistical approach employed

here, are complex, the basic interpretation of the resulting equations can be

relatively straight forward.

A basic rationale of formal statistical procedur s as used here is to

sort out aivarent relationships of differort factors, o sort out those

associations that are more by chance from those where there may be true causal

relationships. We would also like to know something about the orders of

magnitude of these relationships that appears to4b e other than by chance.

Statistical Equations

Tables A-1 through A-10 present the basic equations dpon which the dis-

cussion in Section III is based. The equatiOns are alternative formulations

of the relationships between total or locally financed educational spending

per pupil by essentially ii/1 districts in each of the two states. Tables A-1

and A-2 indicate the relationships found for total spending per pupil in the

two states and Tables A-3 and A-4 are for spending out of local revenues,

almost entirely from property taxes. These first four gets of equations are
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TABLE A-1

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS

FOR COLORAD3, 1973 ANO 1975 - - LINEAR EQUATION FORMa

Variables

.Constant Term (S/pupil)

State Equalization Aid (S/pupil)

Price Variable

Categorical Aid (S/pupil)

Federal Aid (S/pupil)

Residential Market Value (S/pupil)

Percent Residential Assessed Value

Adjusted Gross Income (3/return)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/
pupils in 1st year)

Density (pupils/square mile)

Pupils (1000s)

Pupils Squared (1400,000s)

1973 1975

991.069

-1.383
(5.447)

1.601 /'-\,

(742)

Group A.
455.716

411.4111

682.573
(3.579)

1.053

(4418)

1.6E2 1.065
(12.842) (4.992)

0.003 A -0.003
(5.316) (1.465)

-4.117 1.073

(4.161) (0.628)

0.014 -0.001

(1.233) (0.106)

353.138 200.770
(2.733) (2.082)

1.219 1.043
(0.822) (0.976)

14.421 0.734
(1.956) (0.137)

-0.165 -0.010
(1.449) (0.138)

Allowed Expenditure Limit Increases
(dummy variable: 1-yes; 0-no)

Percent Minority Pupils

tfitricts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s)

Price of Agricultural Land ($/acre)

Highest Teacher Salary (5)

R2

099.990

3318.361

(5.663)

1.591

(9.935)

0.174
(0.301)

0.000
(0.184)

-1.729
(0.863)

0.016
(1.030)

535.939
(1.875)

6.711

(1.625)

8.613
(0.374)

0.000
(0.004)

107.657 183.987
(2.977) (2.343)

ma

-2.522 -0.675 0.826.

(2.637) (0.819) (0.387)

29.660 0.868 28.706
(2.773) (0,104) (1.272)

0.029 0.195 -0.056

(0456) (1.561) (0.373)

-0.023 0.002 -0.026
(2.066) (0.221) (1.220)

0.83 0.69 0.85

at-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables of
the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of confi-
dence when the t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent levil when
greater than 1.67.
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TARLE A-2

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE
03EFFICIENT5 FOR MINNESOTA, 1972 AND 1976 -- LINEAR EQUATION POMO

Variables
, AR-- 1976

Constant Term (5/pupil)

.

State Equalization Aid (5/pupi4)

State Categorical Aid (S/pupil)

Federal Aid (S/pupil)

Residential Market Value (S/pupil)

Percent Residential Assessed Value

. Adjusted Gross Incomi (S/return)

, ,,,,

Rs

Pupil Gimwth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/
pupils in 1st year)

Delisii; (pupils/square mile)

/ Pcpils (1000s)

Pupils Squared .(1,000,000s)

Voter Override Attempted, 1973-76
(dummy variable: 1-yes; 0-no)

Percent Minority Pupils,

.._

Districts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s)

Price of Agricultural Land (S/acre)

R2

359.151

0.411
(4.878)

1.325
(14.571)

(9.701)

0.007
(3.(742)

-4/054
(5.280)

0.043
(5.230)

14.00.
(0.238)

0.169
(3.100)

6.692
(1.746)

-0.125
(1.768)

4.677
(3.223)

-9,337
(4.072)

-0.010
(3.261)

0.50

...660.194

(3.893)

1.068

(16.283)

(10.074

0.001

(0.940)

-2.131

(2.197)

lw 0.029
(5.261)

2g.843

. (0.412)

0.314
4.703)(

5.503
(1.134)

-0.067

(0.614)

34.050
(1.944)

2.492
(1.812)

4.028
(3.128)

0.017
(0.679)

0.66

at-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables
of the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence when the t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent
level when greater than 1.67.

r
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41. TABLE A-3

LOCALLY FINANCED CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE

. COEFFICIENTS FOR COLORADO, 1973 AND 1975 -- LINEAR EQUATION FOR:41

yariables 1973 1975

.

D.

Group A Groub 8

Censtant Term ($/pupil) 9i...979 -291.407 (999.999]

State Equalization Aid ($/pupiI) 4.3be ... ...

(9.382)

Price Variable ... 1291.504 4233.813

(11.828) (8.392)

Stake Categorical Aid ($/pupil) 0.601 0.16f 0.543

(2.762) (1.802) (3.937)

Federal Aid ($/pupil) . 0.682 0.080 -0.770

(5:206) (0.605) (1.551)

Residential Market Value ($/pupil) 0.003 -0.001 0.111

(5.316) (0.964) (0.235)

Percent Residential Assessed Value -4.119, 14.875 -146.136

(4.164) (0.152) (0.847)

Adjusted Gross Income ($/return) 0.014 0.001 0.014

(1.213) (0.103) (1.014)

Pupil Growth,Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ 352.672 119.648 520.397

pupils in 1st year)
.

(2.729) (2.167) (2.115)

Density (pupils/square mile) 1.213 0.507 4.638

(0.818) (0.828) (1.304)

Pupils (1000s)
f

14.436 0.110 6.743

(1.958) (3.064) (0.340)

Pupils Squared (1,000,000s) -0.166 -0.001 E0.0001

(1.463) (0.013) (0.000)

Allowed Expenditure Limit Increases ... 53.706 155.903

(dunny variable: 1-yes; 0-no) (2.594) (1.305)

Percent Minority Pupils -2.523 -0.324 1.054

(2.639) (0,314' (1.342)

Districts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s) 29.700 -1.846 26.088

(2.776) (0.376) (1.3

Price of AgriCultural Land ($/acre) 0.029 0.148 -0.042

(0.660) (2.062) ,(0.326)

Highest Teacher Salary ($) -0.023 0.003 -0.108

c (2.070) (0.671) (0.987)

R2 0.79 0.86 0.n

at -statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables of

the predicted sign are statistically sigmificant at the 90 percent level of confi.

dence when the t -statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent level when

greater than 1.67.
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TABLE A-4

LOCALLY FINANCED CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE
,

COEFFICIENTS FOR MINNESOTA, 1972 ANO 1976 -- LINEAR EQUATION PORMa

Variables

)

1972 1976

Constant Tens (S/pupil)

State Equalizaticm Aid (5/popil)
/

State Categärical Aid (5/pupil)

Federal Aid (S/pupil)

\Aesidential Mar
1
ket Value (S/pupil)

Percent Residential Assessed Value

Adjusted Gross Income (S/return)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/
pupils in 1st year)

Oensity (pUpilsisquare mile)

Pupils (1000s)

Pupils Squared (1,000,000s)

Voter Override Attempted 1973-76 (

(ducry variable: 1-yes; 0-mo)

Percent Minority Pupils

Districts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s)

Price of Agricultural Land (S/acre) -

R2

362.418

.0.551

(6.546)

0.306
(3.376)

0.243
(1.819)

0.007
(4.068)

-4.489
(5.848)

0.044

(5.347)

12.370
(0.212)

0.170
(3.120)

7.002
(1.836)

-0.133
(1.889)

....

-2.254
(1.985)

-9.106

(3.991)

-0.009
(0.254)

0.47

657.931

-0.720
(10.008)

0.065
(0.995)

-0.094
(1.068)s

0.001

(0.951)

-2.120
(2.185)

0.029
(5.282)

25.963
(0.414)

0.313
(4.690)

5.491

(1.132)

4.068
(0.627)

33.791

(1.929)

2.463
(1.791)

-8.007
(3.119)

0.017

(0.690)

0.63

a
t -statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables

of the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence iihen the t -statistics are greeter tham1.30 and at the 95 percent
level when greater than 1.67.
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TABLE A-5

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENOITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS
FOR 03LORADO, 1973 ANO 1975 -- LOG LINEAR (ELASTICITY) EQUATION FORMa

lariables 1973 1975

-4-- el Group A Group 8

Constant Term (5/pupil) 4.546 4.857 1.142

State Equalization Aid (5/pupil) -0.149 ... ...
(3.581)

Price Variable ... 0.163 1.234
(2.007) (4.629)

State Categorical Aid ($/pupil) 0.092 0.096 0.106
(3.979) (5.740) (4.218)

Federal Aid (5/pupil) 0.036 0.032 0.015
(4.213) (3.244) (1.467)

Residential Market Value (5/pupil) 0.111 -0.044 0.056
(4.274) (0.742) (1.410)

Percent Residential Assessed Value -0.144 0.038 -0.074
(4.424) (0.642) (1.423)

Adjusted Gross Income (5/return) -0.040 -0.057 -0.030
(0.797) (0.736) (0.522)

Grmwth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ 0.283 0.082 0.270
pupils in 1st year) (2.472) (0.747) .(1.693)

Oensity (p ls/square adle) 0.031 0.014 0.057

(2.055) (1.159) (2.445)

Pupils (1000s) -0.079 -0.071 -0.210
(3.405) (3.526) (5.102)

Allcwed Expenditure Limit Increases 0.063 0.054
(duary variable: 1-yes; 0-no) (2.076) (1.139)

Percent Minority Pupils . -0.002 -0.000 -0.000
(3.284) (0.201) (0.316

Districts Per Square mile in Region (1000s) 0.045 0.032 0.102
(1.656) (1.317) (2.483)

Price of Agricultural Land (S/acre) 0.040 0.045 0.051

(1.767) (1.859) (1.678)

Highest Teacher Salary ($) 0.179 0.274 0.557
(0.119) (2.710) (2.964)

R2 0.76 0,58 0.77

at-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables of
the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of confi-
denctwhen the t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent level when
greater than 1.67.
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TABLE A-6

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS
FOR MINNESOTA, 1972 AND 1976 -- LOG LINEAR (ELASTICITY) EQUATION Malta

Variables 1972 1976

Constant Term ($/pupil)

State Equalization Aid ($/pupil)

State Categorical Aid ($/pupil)

2.139

0.130

(3430)

0.150

5.533

.0.029
(1.602)

0.143
(10.873) (9.676)

Federal Aid ($/pupil) 0.110 0.088
(8.177) (7.321)

Residential Market Value ($/pupil) 0.045 -0.065
(1.929) (3.733)

Percent Residential Assessed Value 4.088 0.005
(3.956) (0.318)

Adjusted Gross Income ($/return) 0.286 0.16i
(5.365) (5.151)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ 0.053 -0.042
pupils in 1st year) (0.929) (0.925)

Density (pupils/square mile) 0.033 0.040
(3.497) (5.262)

Pupils (1000s) .0.024 -0.003
(2.270) (0.327)

Voter Override Attempted, 1973-76 ..... 0.022
(dummy variable: 1-yes; 0-no) (1.738)

Percent Minority Pupils 0.003 0.004
(2.495) (4486)

Districts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s) -0.037 -0.056
(1.755) (3.286)

Price of Agricultural land ($/acre) -0.044 -0.023
(2.096) (1.361)

R2 0.42 0.51

at-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables
Of the predicted sign are statisticelly significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence when the t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent
level when greater than 1.67.
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TABLE A-7

4

LOCALLY FINANCED CURRENT, EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE

COEFFICIENTS FOR COLORADO -- LOG LINEAR (ELASTICITY) EQUATION F0RM4

Variables 1973 1975

61roup A Group 8

Constant Tilli(S/ouoil) 1.536 4.662 2.684

State Equalization Aid (5/pubil) -0:348
(5.540)

Price Variable
... 1.075 2.210

\'------,

(11.948) (7.902)

State Categorical id (5/pupil) 0.078 0.048 0.032

l ,
(2.244) (2.594) (t415)

Federal Aid ($/pti) -0.008 0.005

(0.006) (0.500) (0.336),

Residential Market Value (5/pupil) 0.256 -0.019 0.098

(6.584) (0.287) (2.349)

Percent Residential Assessed Value -0.300 0.005 -0.129

(6.122) (0.077) (2.369)

Adjusted Gross Income (5/return) 0.111 0.022 -0.032

(1.469) (0456) (0.527)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ 0.412 0.235 0.408

pupils in 1st year) (2.390) (4440) (2.436)

Censity (pupils/square mile) 0.039 0.022 0.066

i

Pupi.ls (1000s)

(1.750)

-0.074

(1.652)

4.042/4

(2.691)

-0.160

(2.122)
1..,

(1.893) (3.710)

Allowed Expenditure Limit Increases ... 0.102 0.106

(dummy variable; 1-yes; 0-no) (3.015) (2.139)

--,
Percent Minority Pupils -0.006 -0.000 amo

(4.900) (0.420) (0.002)

Districts Per Square Mile in Region (1000s) 0.016 0.002 0.062

(0.391) (0.073) (1.434)

Price of Agricultural Land ($/acre) 0.064 0.066 0.044

(1.881) (2.482) (1.392)

Highest Teacher Salary (5) 0.255 0.192 0.376

, (1.421) (1.711) (1.907)

R2 0.61 0.92 0.78

at-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables of

the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent leyel of confi-
dence when the t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percedt level when

greater thin 1.67. .4
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TABLE A-8

LOCALLY FINANCED CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS
FOR MINNESOTA, 1972 AND 1976 -- LOG LINEAR (ELASTICITY) EQUATION FORMa

Variables 1972

p

(

1976

Constant Term (5/pupil)

State Equalizaticn Aid (Stpupill

;tate Categorical Aid (5/pupil)

Federal Aid (S/pupil)

Residential Market Value (S/pupil)

Percent Residential Assessed Value

Adjusted Gross Income (S/return)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/
pupils in 1st year

Density (pupils/square mile)

Pupils (1000s)

Voter Override Attempted 1972-75
(dummy variable: 1-yes; 0-no)

Percent Minority Pupils

Districts Per Square Mile in Regiori (1000s)/

. Price of Agricultural Land (S/acre)

R2
/

4.092

4.402
(3.291)

0.047
.

(1.132)

0.072
(1.758)

0.461
(6.440)

-0.486
(7.176)

0.408
.42518)

-0.042
(0.247)

0.060
(2.09E)

-0.034
(1.080)

-r -

- -0.012
(3.579)

-0.092
(1.431)

4.110
(1.722)

0.51

-1.445

-0.313

(5.183)
-

0.018

(0.372)

0.061
(1.518)

0.542
(9.363)

-0.540

(9.505)

0.302

(2.782)

-0.203
(1.342)

0.081
(3.151)

*
0.013
(0.47AP

0.104
(2.463)

;0.004

(1.374)

-0.133
(2.341)

0.041
(0.729)

0.63

a
t -statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variablesof the predicted lign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of

confidence when the t -statistics
are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent

level when greater .than 1.67.
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TABLE A-9

CHANGE IN TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE
COEFFICIENTS FOR COLORADO, 1975 LESS 1973 -- \LINEAR EQUATION FORMa

Variables

_ 0
1975-1973

Constant Term ($/pupil)

...

ii ice,Viriable ,' '',

State Categorical Aid (S/pupil)

Group A

'

group 8

206.950

t', ,

-.47.338

(0.670)

0.533
(5.331)

862.206

688.166
(1.652)

0.981
(5.438)

Federal Aid (S/pupil) 1.605 1.579
(7.915) (7.641)

Residential Market Value (S/pupil) 0.002 -0.000
(1.159) (0.437)

Agiusted Gross Income (S/return) 4.018 -0.003
(1.503) (0.132)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ .45.866 -539.268
pupils in 1st year) . .(0.768) (2.503)

Density (pupils/square mile) -6.697 -2.429
(0.983) (0.101)

Pupils (1000s) .9.704 4.918

(0.531). (0.142)

Allowed Expenditure Limit Increases 106.075 189.640
(dummy variable: I-yes; 0-no) (4.778) (3.722)

Percent Minority Pupils 5.925 6.845
(1.703) (0.798)

Highest Teacher Salary ($)

.1??.:3?)
-0.010
(0.326)

0
0.56 0.65

at-statistics are in oarentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables
of the predicated sign are statistically significant at tne 90 percent level of
confidence when the t -statistics are greater than 1.30 and at the 95 percent
level when greater than 1.67. '
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TAKE A-10

CHANGE IN LOCALLY FINANCED CURRENT EXPENOrTURES PER PUPIL FISCAL RESPONSE
COEFFICIENTS FOR COLORADO, 1975, LESS 1973 -- LINEAR EQUATION FORMI

Variables 1975-1973

Group A Group 8

Constant Term (S/pupil) 86.865 932.939

Price Variable 116.91I1 812.993
(1.486) (2.211)

State Categorical Aid (S/pupil) 0.013 -0.127
(0.118) (0.797)

Federal Aid (S/pupil) 0.333 0.332
(1.480) (1.821)

Residential Market Value (S/pupil) 0.008 0.000
(4.224) (0.817)

Adjusted Gross Incomes(S/returif 0.006 -0.012
(0.431). (0.672)

Pupil Growth Ratio (pupils in 2nd year/ -101.788 -756.591
pupils in 1st year) (1.531) (3.980)

Density (pupils/square mile) 2.766 18.279
(0.364) (0.860)

Pupils (1000s) -10.860 -17.949
(0.534) (0.585)

Pupils Squared (1,000,000s)

Allowed Expenditure Limit Increases , 45.786 189.153
(dunmy variable: I-yes; 0-no) (1.851) (4.207)

Percent Minority Pupils 2.503 7.573
(0.648) (1.001)

Highest Teacher Salary ($) -0.013 0.013
(1.800) (0.446)

0 0.31 0.58

!It-statistics are in parentheses below the regression coefficients. Variables
of the predicted sign are statistically significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence when tne t-statistics are greater than 1.30 and at tne 95 percent
level when greater than 1.67.
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in "linear" form. Thus, the numerical coefficients can be interpreted as in

the following example. In Table A-1, the coefficient for Colorado in 1973 for

Federal Aid is 1.682 -- and is statistically significant at the 95 percent

level of confidence, i.e., we can be fairly sure the true relationship is in

the neighborhovigi this value.(See the footnotes at the the bottom of each

table.) Thus $1 additional federal aid for a school district -- assuming all "--

other influences identified in the equation are the same -- would on average

have resulted in an additional $1.68 in total spending by the district. Total

federal revenue per pupil for Colorado school districts in 1973 averaged S53.

Hence, an "average" school district receiving this average amount of federal

aid might have been predicted to have spent an additional 589 per pupil. Thus,

additional total.spending beyond the grant money appears to have been encouraged.

A supporting result is found in Table A-3 for federal aid: a $1 variation in

federal aid appears to have lead to a $0.68 increase in locally financed"

expenditures.

The "constant term" in the equations is rather hypothetical. It suggests

the amount that would have been spent by a school district even if the values

of all the explanatory variables in the equatiOns were zero.

Tables A-51Wrough A-8 parallel the previous four tables. However, most

of the variables, including,the dependent variables, total or locally financed

current expenditures per pupil, are in natural logarithm form. Taking the

logs of the variables before running the multiple regression results in a

different interpretation of the coefficients from the previous straight linear

form. The coefficients,are now the "elasticities" of response. For example,

the result for federal aid for Colorado in 1973 (see Table A-5) suggests thai

a 1 percent change in federal aid per pupil tends to result in approximately

a 0.036 percent change in total spending per pupil. Estimating the equations
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in elasticity form can make comparisons across states and across time a bit

easier since units of measurement, mean fevels of.the variables, basic

inflationary effects and other factors may not need to be taken into account.

At least one other numeeical relationship may need explanation. The "R2u

in the bottom row of each table indicates the percentage of the variation in

the de ndent variable, expenditures, that is explained by the above explanatory

variables that have been included in the equation. Thus, in Table A-1,

around 83 percent of the variation in total expenditures per pupil by school

districts in Solorado in 1973 could be explained by those factors examined

here.

As suggested earlier, there are a variety.of analytical problems that

remain in formulating some of the variables'and their relationships, including

especially the price variable for Colorado, and in testing th eelationships

by more sophisticated statistical techniques. Many of the i es remain to

be clarified.

Data Sources

Colorado. For the state of Colorado most of the data used in the analysis
*

were obtained directly fromthe Department of Education. These data included

the following variables: total current expenditures, locally financed current

expenditures, state equaliiation aid, state categorical aid, federal aid,

adjusted gross income, pupils, percent minority pupils, square miles of

school districts and teacher salary data. °Expenditure data are actually tax

and general aid revenues for current operating exf)enses; revenue data are

generally used in such studies to avoid major difficulties in sorting out

accounting prOcedures on expenditures and to attain greater comparability

Within and among states. Local tax administrators had provided data directly,

to the Department on the composition of the district's tax base.
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Another large component of the data Was provided by the Colorado Department

of Property Taxation. These data included: total assessed valuation by district,

market value ratios and assessors market value by county. Various assumptions

were necessary to allocate-property value data to districts lying in more

than one county. It became necessary to use 1975 breakdowns only to determine

residential versus nonresidential percentages.

Other data were derived from several Census publications. The counties

that lie within economic areas (defined by the Census as relatively homogeneous

subdivisions of states) are from: U. S. Bureau of the Census, State Economic

Areas,1970 Census of Population, (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing

Office, 1970), Apriendix A. SqUare miles of these areas were derived frnm

frnm U. S. Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book, 1972 (Washington,

D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1972), Table 2i Item 1-15. A'final

variable, the price of agricultural land, was obtained frnm U. S. Bureau of

the Census, 1974 Census of Agriculture, County SumMary Data (Washington, D.C.:

Government Printing Office); Table 1.

Minnesota. The data for the state of Minnesota were obtained from

seVeral publications and computer tapes provided by the Minnesota Department

of Education. The variables included: total current expenditures, locally

financed current expenditures, state equalization aid, state categorical aid,

federal aid, pupils, square miles of school districts, percent minority

pupils and voter override attempted, 1973-76.

InCome,property values and sales ratio data were obtained from the

Department of Revenue, Local Government Aids and Analysis Division IncoMe Der

retirn was calculated from data in: the Minnesota State Individual Income Tax,

Bulletin No. 39 (1972) and Bulletin No. 46 (1975), Minnesota Department of

Revenue, Table 40 (102), Table 38 (1975). Data on sales ratios for 1975 were
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obtained from : 1975 School District Assessed Values, Minnesota Department,of

Revenue, Equalization and Review Committee, Report No. 1. For 1972 the data

are obtained frorm 1972 Construction of School District Ratios, Minnesota

Department of Revenue, Local Government Aids and Analysis Division. Due to
-

the classified property system in Minnesota, where different types of property

are legally assessed at diverse percentages of market value, a variety of

computations were necessary to arrive at estimates of market value.

Census data as for Colorado were also utilized.
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FOOTNOTES

1. For a survey of the litgrature of some years back and a contribution tospecification of alternative formulations, see, for example, Alan K. Campbelland Seymour Sacks, Metropolitan America: Fiscal Patterns and GovernmentalSystems7New York: The rree Press, 1967. The literature has grown increasinglysophisticated in the professional
economics journals since then.

2. That essentially all state school aid formulas that attempt to equalizefor property value per pupil differentials across districts are special casesof a general formulafibn has been illustrated by, among others, Peter Jargowsky,Jay Molicowitz and Judy Simkin, "School Finance Reform; Decoding the Simulation
Maze," Journal of Education Finance, 3 (Fall 1977), 199-213.

3. Martin S. Feldstein, "Wealth Neutrality and Local Choice in Public Education,"American Economic Review, 65 (March 1975), 75-89; Helen F. Ladd, "Local Educa-
tion Expenditures, Fiscal Capacity and the Composition of the Property Tax Base
National Tax Journal, 23 (June 1975), 145-158; Helen F. Ladd, "State-Wide Tax-ation of Commercial and Industrial Property for Education," National Tax Journal,29 (Jone 1976), 143-153.

4. Ladd (1976), p. 147

5. Work in progress for the California Department of Education by the present authorsand Professor Jay G. Chambers, University of Rochester, will attempt to incor-porate cost indices in a study of this type.

6. W. Norton Grubb and Stephan Michelson, States and Schools: The Political
Economy of School Finance. Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1974.

7. In states where such data on adjusted gross income per return by school
districts are collected, there is usually much debate over the accuracy of
these data. In Missouri, where the Education Commission of the States under-took a major school finance study, it was found that adjusted gross income
per return for 1975 had a correlation of 0.75 with median family income for
1969 across the over 500 districts in the state. This correlation seems
quite high given the six year time difference and the different income defini-tion. Thus, using the adjusted gross income per return measure would seem,tobe satisfactory. Furthermore, given the major problems with property assess-
ment practices in Missouri and most states, this inabme measure is probably
as accurate as the assessed property value per pupil measure used in school aid
formulas already.

8. For a discussion of cost indices and the use of such explanatory factors
as'the price of agricultural land, see, for example, Jay G. Chambers and
Phillip E. Vincent, "Geographic Cost-of-Education Differentials," paper pre-
sented to the Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the Western Regional Science
Association, Sacramento, California, February 24-26, 1978.

9. For ao general discussion of recent tax rate and expenditure limitations
in various statesisee William H. Wilken and John J. Callahan, "State Limita-
tions on Local School Taxes and Spending: A Paper Tiger? Mimeographed.
Washington, D.C.: Legislators' Education Action Project, National Conference
of State Legislatures, August.29, 1977,
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10. For a seminal work that has tended to be associated more with the fiscal
neutrality doctrine, despite some of the personal views of the authors, see
John E. Coons, William G. Clune and Stephen D. Sugarman, Private Wealth and
Public Education (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1970).

11. This point has been discussed in part under a concept of "ex ante vs.
ex post° fiscal neutrality by Lee S. Friedman, "The Ambiguity of Serrano: Two
Concepts of Wealth-Neutrality," Working Paper $69. Berkeley, Calif.: Graduate
School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley, April 1977.

c12. See, for example, Jay G. Cham6ers, Allan Odden and Phillip E. Vincent,
Cost-of-Education -LallicesAmong School Districts (Denver, Colorado: Education
Commission of the States, December 1976) and Allan Odden and Phillip E. Vincent,
The Fiscal Impacts of Declining Enrollments (Denver, Colorado: Education
Commission of the States, December 1976).

13. The,present gpthor and hit colleagues at the Education Commission of the
States have been fascinated by the technical direction that political compromise
taken both in stdtes where ECS has consulted on aid formula reform and other
states that have Widertaken reform. There has'been.a tendency to combine a
basic foundation form4la -- a nod in the direction of expenditure equality --
and a guaranteed tax base formula for possible expenditures above the foundation
level -- a wave at fiscal neutrality and local fiscal control. Examples include

14. For a duscussion and empirical estimation of these effects, see, for example,
Wallace E. Oates, "The Effects of Property Taxes and Local Public Spending on .

Property Values: An Empirical Study of Tax Capitalization and the Tiebout
Hypotheses", 77 (November-December, 1969), 957-971.

15. Robert P. Inman, "Grants in a Metropolitan Economy -- A FrameWark for
Policy," Financing the New Federalism: Revenue Sharing, Conditional Grants,
and Taxation, Wallace E4 Oates, editor (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins
Press, 1975), 88-114.-

16. The present authors and Professor Jay G. Chambers of the University of
Rochester and Stanford'University are currently developing both cost-of-
education indices and estimates of fiscal capacity and response in California
for the State Department of Education. These results should be available byFall 1978.
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